
Vanity perfins can sometimes be obvious, sometimes not!
Germany and the Tokyo Olympics and a maybe from Brazil
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Bob Schwerdt has come up with a possible personal perfin
from Brazil. Un u su al perfins not unknown on the stamps of
Brazil: namely ANTARCTICA and D.D.CoLD, a British pat
tern, and Sc hwerdt 's VOIGT certainly falls into the unusual

category .
The pattern is listed in the World Perfiri Catalog but not illustrated

because the only known examples are on a cover in Schwerdt 's collec
tion. The hole count is 9, 10 , 5, 11,7 and the letter s of the pattern are
5mm high. The pattern is about 17mm long,

Schwerdt's cover carries .two stamps (Brazil 300 and 457) with the
pattern and a mostly illegible postmark, although it is possible to
make out the date as 4 v 38. Brazil 457 was issued March 17 , 1938 .
The cover has the
name L. Voigt
rubber stamped ~ ,
on the back but
there is no return
address. . .. .

Is this a per- . ':~bt ~

s on a l perfin? \3
Does it show up o,i.'

on the stamps of ". '
any other coun- '; ,' ~~ ". .
try? Can anybody ~~ ' \I •

add anything to t'j¥i,..~
the mea g e r !i! ~ .
knowledge of the ~
pattern repre- ~~ ' ;:~"
s e n ted b y .
Schwerdt 's cover? If you can help, let the editor know or write to
Schwerdt at 9 Memory Lane, Pough ke epsie , NY 12603.
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